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Introduction

questions

What is a painting? I am not posing a question of definition. Rather,
I am interested in discovering what a painting means to us, why it
can matter in our lives. Nor am I assuming that a particular painting
has a meaning awaiting our discovery, for I know well that different
people have different responses regarding the significance of the
same painting and that people sometimes bring special agendas to an
artwork, perhaps unconcerned with what “it means.”1 Still, most of
us do seek some sort of meaning or significance in viewing a painting;
ordinarily, we do not simply stare at its colors or shapes and ask no
more of it. No, I claim that we wish to feel its presence, to discover
what it has to say to us and often what it has to say to other people
as well. In short, we desire to make at least some sense of it.

Now if I am right that when contemplating a painting we normally
care about its meaning, why do we engage in this activity? After all,
a painting is, from one point of view, simply a created image, and
what is so special about that? If one is inclined to reply that some
images are “well executed” or “pleasing to the eye” or “beautiful,”
this is certainly true, but the same can be said of many things, such
as a superbly designed woodstove or an automobile fuel injector.
Why is it that certain paintings fascinate millions of viewers and
provoke them to return to and gaze at them again and again? The
reason cannot simply be that they are “realistic” or “true to life,”
for these labels apply to most photographs, yet photographs do not
ordinarily generate the same kind of intense worldwide interest that
many thousands of paintings do. Moreover, the “realistic” label is ap-
plicable only to relatively few acknowledged masterpieces in certain

[1]
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periods of the history of Western painting, not transhistorically or
cross-culturally, and not, therefore, to innumerable other works – for
example, to the animal depictions constructed by the ancient cave
dwellers of Lascaux in what is now France or to the scroll paintings
of landscapes rendered by the Chinese painter Hsü Tao-ning, who
died around 1066.

Let us for a moment view and reflect on what many art lovers regard
as a great painting, “Girl with a Pearl Earring,” by the Dutch artist
Johannes Vermeer (painted c. 1665–6; see Plate 1). This work happens
to be “true to life” in certain respects, but I did not select it for that
reason. I could in fact choose any work to illustrate the philosophical
questions I am about to pose, but the Vermeer is beloved by millions
of art lovers, and I happen to be one of them.

The young woman’s face depicted in the work is “attractive,”
“pleasing.” Her body is turned away from us at about a ninety-degree
angle, but her head is turned to her left, so that she seemingly looks
directly at us, her viewers (or should we say, at the person who has
painted her?). Her eyes are bright; her lips are parted, the lower
one moist. She is not exactly smiling; her expression seems to be of
mild pleasure and thoughtfulness, although it is not readily apparent
whether this is due to the person in her gaze, what she happens to be
thinking or feeling at this very moment, or both. The white dots of
reflected light in her eyes and the corners of her mouth give further
animation to an otherwise barely scrutable expression. She is wearing
an unusual headpiece, a colorful turban of sorts. On her left ear
dangles an earring, referred to by art historians as made of pearl, but
more apparently to me of silver. What surrounds this young woman
is utter darkness, so that this being before us seems apparitionlike.

We may ask all sorts of questions about her. Who is this woman?
Is she Vermeer’s wife? His mistress? His model? Someone who serves
as a maid in his home? Someone he fabricated out of his imagination?
We do not know. Has she just turned toward the viewer? Or has she
been looking at the viewer and is now about to turn away? Or are
we seeing a last, lingering glance at the viewer? Why didn’t Vermeer
portray her head on, instead of from an unusual angle? Why are her
lips parted? Is she expressing surprise and innocence? Or instead a
kind of erotic longing? What is she thinking and feeling? And why

[2]
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is this young European-looking woman wearing a turban that looks
to be of North African origin?

We may pose an altogether different question, a philosophical one,
about the figure. I referred earlier to Vermeer’s depiction as a woman,
but what he fabricated with oils on canvas is of course not a woman.
It is merely colors and shapes that constitute a generically familiar
image. As we view the reproduction, or if we have viewed the original
painting, we couldn’t possibly mistake its depiction for a real human
being. Then again, it wouldn’t be easy for us to look at the colors
and shapes as merely physical features of the canvas, and not as
features constituting the woman herself. (In trying to avoid seeing
a woman, perhaps we would squint so as to blur our perception. It
would be especially important to avoid looking at the figure’s eyes,
perhaps the mouth as well.) So there is apparently something about
the painting that transports us, often even in spite of ourselves, to
something real, or at least apparently real. Perhaps we could say,
“Well, it is about something. It is a representation of a real person”;
in that simple relational statement, it would seem that we capture
both the physicality of the canvas and paint and the imagined reality
of a person.

So are we implying that the depicted woman is only imagined and
therefore not real? Are we transported to something in our imagina-
tions? Is she in our heads? In our minds? Do we really know this? If
we insist that we do, then what makes us so certain of this view? How
do we know that it is true? When we look at the painting, are we
simultaneously able to look into our minds to ascertain that we are
merely imagining something? Obviously not literally, we concede.
Metaphorically then? Do we introspect and assure ourselves that she
is, in some sense, in our minds? But then can we clarify the phrase
“in some sense”?

When I view the reproduction, I look at the figure and see her in
front of me, “out there,” and thus not in my mind. I simultaneously
know that the painting is before me and that I am confronting a per-
son. A real one? Well, I’m not only confronting mere oils and a canvas
or simply a manikin, but of course I don’t talk to the woman, smile
at her, or assume that she will begin to do something. Nevertheless, I
would say – ambiguously at this point, to be sure – that the woman,

[3]
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as I dwell with her, is in a sense not simply imagined by me, but real
to me. And real to you, too, as you dwell with her. What do I mean
by “in a sense, real”? For me to explicate such a claim properly, I
must provide an account of how the woman is to be understood in
relation to the “truly real” people whom we know and with whom
we have contact on a daily basis because I just conceded that I do not
have the same kinds of sensory expectations about the woman with
the earring that I have about a real human being – for example, my
colleague, who happens to be in his office next to me at the moment.

Yet, answering the question I have posed requires me to challenge
a way of thinking that Western philosophers have accepted as dogma
for centuries. It will emerge in this work that the distinction between
what a thing is and that a thing is, between “essence” and “existence”
and, by extension, the distinction between what is “merely fictional”
and what is “actually real,” are not so sharp as virtually all Western
philosophers have unquestioningly assumed, especially since, and
in part because of, the work of Immanuel Kant. Chapter 1 of this
book responds explicitly, and the subsequent three chapters respond
implicitly, to the difficult philosophical question that I have posed.2

Here is another related question that may also be asked about
the quasi-reality that I seem to be attributing to depictions: because
many paintings do not represent people, but things – tables and
bowls of fruit or landscapes, even geometric forms (abstractions),
and so on – am I claiming that such representations, too, are taken to
be in a sense real? Well, yes, I reply. Not only that, but we experience
the depicted things to be – besides their appearances as, for example,
bowls of fruit or trees or mountains – peoplelike beings, with person-
alities that “speak” to us. Thus, as I see it, depicted things, too, are
not only “real to us” but are so in a way that is very similar to the
way in which depicted people are “real to us.” I attempt to justify
this position, counterintuitive and strange though it may seem, in
Chapter 2.

If depicted things are to be understood as having a status in being
very much like that of depicted people, and if the latter in turn are
best understood as “real,” such a position, even if acceptable, still
leaves unanswered the question of why and how the others – “real”
people themselves – at the deepest level matter to us in the first
place. If we can answer that fundamental and difficult question, we

[4]
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will, I believe, be able to comprehend the principal reason why and
how, at the deepest level, paintings have the effect of mattering to
us in the way that they often do. In short, how I am affected in my
being by a “real other” will importantly explain how I am affected by
others depicted in artworks. Chapter 3 responds to the expositorily
necessary question of why and how “the others” matter.

The order of the book’s chapters implies that several basic philo-
sophical questions need to be addressed before we are in a proper
position to achieve a comprehension of “why and how painting mat-
ters,” the subject of Chapter 4. The reader may well wonder what all
of my demonstration and argumentation in the first three chapters
has to do with the subject of experiencing artworks, and thus my
thematic deferral may seem like an unnecessary circumlocution. It
is not. If the principal philosophical points of this book about “the
matter” of painting itself prove on the whole to be persuasive, then
this will occur because I have challenged and redefined beforehand,
both systematically and at some length, many beliefs – about our rela-
tionship to things generally, to “the others,” and to fictional beings –
that most educated people would be inclined to presuppose “as com-
monsensically obvious” or “self-evident.” Thus, perhaps frustrating
as it may be to some readers eager to “get to the point,” we must first
contemplate and survey the philosophical environment that shapes
our experiencing paintings, an environment consisting of forms that
are typically hidden from our aesthetic vision by virtue of the fact
that they inform that vision. We must then try to apprehend, freshly
and right at the outset, certain features of what “to know” means
and what “to be” means; we are obligated, in a word, to investigate
both epistemological and ontological entities (relations). Chapter 4
attempts to show how distinctions and arguments of the preceding
chapters’ conclusions can be applied concretely, phenomenologically,
to our reception of a painting, how we may enter into and be trans-
formed by it – this is to say, by what I shall call the “subworld” that
it depicts.

In Chapter 5, I reflect on still another difficult and vexatious is-
sue – what I broadly call the question of interpretation. For even if
by the end of Chapter 4 I have satisfactorily demonstrated that the
depictions of paintings are best understood as I have characterized
them – that is, as “real” – we still need to deal with the huge and

[5]
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complex issue of what might be called “artistic ambiguity,” with
the various – indeed, multitudinous – meaning possibilities latent in
our experience of the people or the things represented in paintings.
It can be asked, for example, what kind of sense I should make of
my initial responses to Vermeer’s depicted woman with an earring.
Should I simply enjoy the beauty of her face and expression, think
that it is of a lovely Dutch woman of the seventeenth century, and
leave my overall reaction to that? Or am I in a way obligated (to my-
self, to Vermeer) to consider more critically such first impressions of
her to appreciate what the painter has taken such care to represent?
Indeed, some people may assert that I am ethically required to be
more searching still and critically examine the very lens of “naı̈ve”
and “personal” experience through which I view the painting. Al-
though there may have been epochs, such as the fifteenth century in
northern Italy, when virtually any educated European viewer could
easily say what a particular depiction signified overall, with no in-
terpretive reassessment even capable of being entertained (e.g., what
a figure of Mary cradling the body of her beloved son Jesus meant),
today, however, a feminist, Marxist, or cultural critic (to mention
only a few variant representative theorists of our own time) would
understand the painting very differently from the way in which a
person of the earlier era would or from the way in which his or her
theory-minded opponents would. Precisely because throughout this
book I give great weight and credit to our direct encounter with
the figures of paintings and argue that they are for us “real” beings,
I risk committing myself, even granting the realist thesis that I put
forth, to a methodologically simplistic position that does not do jus-
tice to the many and important developments in art theory that have
occurred over the past forty or fifty years in Europe and North Amer-
ica. Chapter 5, titled “For and Against Interpretation,” concerns itself
with and responds to a whole bevy of methodological challenges to
my own realist stance.

historical considerations

Issues in the philosophy of art were written about at least as early as
the time of Plato (c. 428–348 b.c.e.). For at least two millennia and in

[6]
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the Western tradition at any rate, Beauty, including its representa-
tion in artworks, was held to be “objective,” something in the world
that cultivated people could see and appreciate. Because of develop-
ments in modern science, however, and the ontologically confirming
philosophical tradition that accompanied them, beginning roughly
in the eighteenth century, there developed a way of theorizing that
regarded Beauty not as something objective, but rather as some-
thing subjective, as a matter of taste. Now one might expect that
if beauty is viewed in this way (i.e., as a matter expressive of an
individual’s personal sensibility), then beauty would only be “in
the eye of the beholder.” Each individual, according to this way of
thinking (so one might anticipate), would have his or her own id-
iosyncratic and thus ungeneralizable responses to an artwork or to
a lovely natural scene. In fact, this was not how eighteenth-century
Western philosophers saw the matter, for they declared that expe-
rienced, knowledgeable, and unprejudiced people with “delicacy of
taste” or “sensibility”would have, by virtue of their common hu-
manity, nearly identical pleasures in the face of beautiful objects or
beautiful natural scenes. Taste was therefore regarded as existing in
the subject, yet manifesting itself in “the same way” in countless
individual experiences, thus as something felt in common, both de-
scribable and discussable. A person’s taste was also viewed by many
with great social and philosophical interest, for the degree to which
one possessed it was the indicator par excellence of one’s good judg-
ment, sophistication, and overall cultivation, of, in short, his or her
Bildung, the favored term of educated Germans of the period.

It was Immanuel Kant (1724–1804) who developed the most com-
plete theory of taste in eighteenth-century Europe, although he
had important Anglo-Saxon and German predecessors (e.g., in Eng-
land, Anthony Ashley Cooper, the third Earl of Shaftesbury, Fran-
cis Hutcheson, David Hume, and Edmund Burke;3 in Germany,
Alexander Baumgarten and Georg Meier). In the Critique of Judg-
ment (1790), Kant developed not simply a theory of taste, but a
systematic position on a whole cluster of related issues constitut-
ing the problematic for the fledgling philosophical domain that had
only recently come to be known as “aesthetics,” a term coined by
Baumgarten around 1750. Kant’s work has been enormously influen-
tial, both directly and indirectly, on Western aestheticians ever since

[7]
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he published the Critique of Judgment. “We are all philosophizing
under Kant’s shadow,” the twentieth-century philosopher Martin
Heidegger asserted frequently. It can be said with equal accuracy
that all Western aestheticians – English and North American on the
one hand and continental European on the other – are theorizing
under Kant’s shadow as well. So if such claims about Kant’s influence
are correct, then this book, too, must be Kantian in spirit. And it is.

But not in ways that Kant would wholly approve of, I feel cer-
tain. For although I agree with him that what one calls beautiful
is based on a feeling of there being a “purpose-seeming” quality,
a purposiveness (Zweckmässigkeit), when one is in the presence of
certain natural phenomena or (derivatively for Kant) of artworks,
and, further, that one cannot ever know that one’s feeling truly per-
tains to a real cosmic purpose, I believe that he makes a profound
error in asserting “through this [aesthetic] pleasure or displeasure I
do not cognize anything [i.e., beauty] in the object of the [sensory]
presentation.”4 Later Kant states: “Yet beauty is not a property of
[e.g.,] the flower itself. For a judgment of taste consists precisely in
this, that it calls a thing beautiful only by virtue of that charac-
teristic in which it adapts itself to the way we apprehend it.”5 The
object itself is thus, according to Kant, value neutral. It just is. So
“beauty” is a term that we use to denominate what we may be pri-
vately undergoing (analogous to a physical pleasure) in a particular
situation, nothing more (from a cognitive point of view). Yet, we do
not say that “my feeling is beautiful”; we say, for example, the flower
is beautiful. Thus, although our finding something beautiful clearly
has something to do with our feelings, in our thought and speech
we make reference to something that is not merely “subjective.” In
fact, I would go even further and assert that certain dimensions of
our feelings should be understood as underlying and allowing for
the possibility of our having a world in the first place, and thus to
label feelings as simply “subjective” already profoundly disorients
us philosophically. (This dark claim will be “enlightened” in several
places throughout this book, especially in Chapters 2 and 3.)

Moreover, I do not agree with Kant that a genuine aesthetic judg-
ment is disinterested (which for him does not mean wholly uninter-
ested), that it is based on the contemplation for its own sake of a
pure semblance or appearance that makes no implicit claim to being

[8]
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actual or real and that it is therefore uncorrupted by any emotional
involvement with the semblance on our part. As Kant says, “Interest
is what we call the liking we connect with the presentation of an ob-
ject’s existence . . . [I]f the question is whether something is beauti-
ful, what we want to know is not whether we or anyone cares, or
so much as might care, in any way, about the thing’s existence, but
rather how we judge it in our mere contemplation of it.”6 He con-
tinues, “Everyone has to admit that if a judgment about beauty is
mingled with the least interest then it is very partial and not a pure
judgment of taste. In order to play the judge in matters of taste, we
must not be in the least biased in favor of the thing’s existence, but
must be wholly indifferent about it.”7

On the contrary, I would argue that precisely because we do take
aesthetic objects to be more than mere appearances of our own sub-
jectivity and thus as in some way “real,” and because they often
“speak to” us as individuals, to the very significance and direction
of our lives, to refer to our ideal responses as “disinterested” is alto-
gether mistaken. We are, it seems to me, highly interested in them
and not simply – perhaps never – “for their own sake,” although, as
Kant would say (and here I agree with him), obviously not for some
scientific or utilitarian feature, as we might be affected by a thought-
fully designed and well-made chair or table.8 I also find unpersuasive
Kant’s assertion that an aesthetic judgment must be based solely on an
object’s (or natural scene’s) “form,” the structure of the elements of
what is observed – their complexity, order, unity, or overall balance.
I believe, on the contrary, that it is especially the content, as well as
the form, of an artwork that affects us and, also contra Kant, that our
individual histories ineluctably bear on the kinds of pleasure and
meaning we derive from our viewings of artworks. For example, it is
the precise details of the woman’s face in the Vermeer painting (e.g.,
her brown eyes, her orange-red parted lips, her silver reflecting ear-
ring) and their overall structure and color balance that enable many
of us to appreciate the work in the way we do. Moreover, the precise
nature of our appreciations of her face is, I feel, shaped and given
particularity because of the kinds of psychological and cultural ex-
periences that we have had as individuals. Thus, not all (properly
cultivated) people will aesthetically experience the form of a flower
exactly as I do, nor do I expect them to, as Kant argues I must.

[9]
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Kant’s views on the nature of aesthetic experience and judgment
had a subsequent expression in much Anglo-American analytic aes-
thetics of the twentieth century. In part, this expression was due to
Kant’s own systematic, persuasive thinking in the Critique of Judg-
ment that there was such a thing as “the aesthetic experience” in the
first place, that it could and should be conceptually isolated from
“mere gratification” (e.g., something like the pleasure of eating some-
thing delicious) or from the positive feelings of esteem that we un-
dergo in the face of another’s exemplary moral behavior, and that its
nature and mental causes could be rigorously analyzed and compre-
hended. In part, twentieth-century developments in the discipline of
analytic aesthetics were also brought about by larger cultural move-
ments and ways of thinking: a reaction to nineteenth-century Euro-
pean Romanticism (also influenced by Kant) and its quasi-deification
of natural Beauty, Art, and Genius and, especially, the general and
increasing inclination in the Western world’s educated public to ac-
cept the methodological orientation and practices of natural science
as the path of access to the realm of what is truly real. (Bertrand
Russell early in the twentieth century stated more than once that
he was extremely impressed by the progress of modern science but
depressed by its lack in philosophy. It was time, he asserted, for
philosophy to become methodologically rigorous, as was true of the
natural sciences, so that it, too, could point to and be proud of lasting
achievements.9)

Such objectivistic thinking in twentieth-century philosophy has
in many respects been unfortunate: scientific rigor has its price, es-
pecially when it comes to the most interesting issues concerning the
description and significance of human experience. For it is difficult, if
not impossible, to provide precise and justified accounts of our emo-
tional responses to objects (such as artworks) both because we are
dealing with qualitative, as opposed to quantitative, phenomena and
because we must make more than passing reference to first-person
events and statements – that is, to what I feel and say (so-called
first-person avowals) from my standpoint or what you feel and say
from your standpoint. So, too, is it difficult to define what it means
for me “to have a world” at the outset.10 In contrast, to be allegedly
scientifically rigorous, we are obligated to investigate human emo-
tions by attending exclusively or at least primarily to third-person

[10]
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events – that is, to what he or she or they feel and say as seen from
a “neutral party’s” standpoint, for then one such investigator can,
repeatedly and “objectively,” observe, record, and generalize upon
what the other individuals do and say. According to this methodolog-
ical outlook, which would find even Kant insufficiently scientific,
feelings, ironically, must no longer be described as they are person-
ally felt but instead comprehended as behavioral events (including
linguistic ones) of another, of “the other person.” Thus, despite the
subjectivistic turn in philosophical thinking in the West, beginning
in the seventeenth century with Descartes (but not manifesting it-
self in the field of aesthetics until the eighteenth century), there
has been a persistent effort by analytic aestheticians, consciously or
unconsciously, to deal with the realm of “the subjective” not on its
own personally reported terms, but objectivistically, “scientifically,”
detachedly.11 Their methodological disposition does not require that
beauty – if it exists at all – be reassigned by them to something “in
the world,” as it was presumed to exist prior to the eighteenth cen-
tury. It is still, and only, “in the mind,” but “the mind” exhibited
as public activity, and only so (e.g., in another person’s talking or
smiling or staring concentratedly).

Still, it might seem that viewing others with respect to their overt
behavior or demanding that their first-person avowals refer to that
which is objectively verifiable is not the job of aestheticians, be they
analytic or otherwise oriented; such work, so it would appear, should
be reserved for psychologists. But then what would aestheticians
attempting to understand aesthetic experience be left to do? How
would they ply their trade? Or would they have no trade to ply?

Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889–1951), arguably the most important
analytic philosopher of the twentieth century, believed that his task12

and that of other aestheticians was indeed to describe the ways in
which people of a particular culture involved with artworks (e.g., in
viewing paintings) spoke about their experiences, how they acted
while so doing, as well as to bear in mind and, when needed, provide
an account of the cultural and historical settings of such activities.
But his and their philosophical objectives and practices would be
somewhat different from those of behaviorist psychologists. For the
latter would note what people say and do when, for example, they
gaze at a Fra Angelico painting, abstract and formulate hypotheses

[11]
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about their data, and verify them through further observation, with
the goal of reaching psychological generalizations. (One might learn,
we can imagine, that a certain percentage of people under such and
such conditions are disposed to, or will, say “a,” “b,” and “c” and
are disposed to, or will, do “x,” “y,” and “z” when they view certain
Italian Renaissance paintings.) Wittgenstein’s objectivistic approach
to the comprehension of aesthetic responses, and aesthetic ques-
tions generally, is different, however, primarily because he regards
what people say and do as intelligible only through the compli-
cated network of publicly sanctioned linguistic rule-usages, what he
calls “language games,” a view that behaviorist psychologists would,
generally speaking, reject because the very concept of linguistic
practice is enmeshed in such unscientifically permeable issues as
“human meaning,” “intentions,” “culture,” and so on. Yet, although
Wittgenstein does assume a sociocultural stance vis-à-vis aesthetic
questions, he tends to consider most of those posed by aestheticians
and nonspecialists alike to be misleading, indeed illegitimate. The
questions arise, he maintains, out of their own confusion, brought
about by their (our) virtually inevitable disposition to misunder-
stand how the language of our culture at a deep level really works.
As Wittgenstein asserts at the beginning of a series of lectures that
he gave on aesthetics in Cambridge, England, in the summer of 1938:

The subject (Aesthetics) is very big and entirely misunder-
stood. . . . The use of such a word as “beautiful” is even more apt to be
misunderstood if you look [simply] at the linguistic form of sentences
in which it occurs than [is likely with respect to] most other words.
‘Beautiful’ . . . is an adjective, so you are inclined to say: “This has a
certain quality, that of being beautiful.”13

But such a conclusion would be wrong, Wittgenstein proceeds to
argue. “Beautiful” is a term of approbation and normally has little
significance for aestheticians. It is precisely our disposition to be in-
fluenced by certain similar linguistic patterns (such as “this is beau-
tiful,” “this is blue”) that confuses us. Unknowingly, we misidentify
one pattern as just like another and then make a consequential mis-
take, manifested by, say, hypostatizing and then hunting for the
“quality of beauty” in an artwork. So the bona fide aesthetician,
Wittgenstein concludes, must be a kind of linguistic therapist, one
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whose task it is to exorcize philosophical spirits generated by lan-
guage itself, or, more precisely, by ourselves, because (a) we humans
are credulous beings, often seeking explanations that “have a pecu-
liar charm,” and (b) it is easy both to be taken in by certain unap-
parent linguistic structures and practices in our (one’s) culture and
then to proceed to believe and make all sorts of incorrect assertions
about our own “discoveries.”

Although I must acknowledge a huge debt to Wittgenstein’s writ-
ings on aesthetics (and language generally) – as will become evident
in the course of this book – I think that his general outlook is distorted
by the twentieth-century methodological prejudices to which I have
been referring. Wittgenstein does not want to deny that we have aes-
thetic experiences, but it would be wrong, he argues, to attempt to
understand them phenomenologically, to grasp their essence and de-
scribe them as “internal events,” on the basis of our own first-person
point of view. What is of aesthetic importance is not what happens to
us, he would insist, but what we say and do in the face of artworks.
What we say and do is either in or out of accordance with aesthetic
“rules,” cultural practices that a person has learned and assimilated
through custom and training and often without self-awareness. So,
for example, if you look at a door of a cathedral, you might feel
some discontentment and say to your friend, “It’s too large.” The
meaning of your statement will only misleadingly be referred back
to your feeling of unease. There is no deep, personal significance
to your statement, as you might guess (unless you happen to have
some bizarre and idiosyncratic association with doors in houses of
worship). You have expressed (or have failed to express) an aesthetic
judgment typical of the culture, a judgment linked to all sorts of
aesthetic rules, which in turn are related to nonaesthetic rule val-
uations (e.g., in the case of the cathedral door, having to do with
function and with many and multifarious historical traditions about
relations among apertures in Western cathedrals, about monumental
architecture generally, about clerical power, etc.). Your statement is
a comment on yourself as well, about what interests you, but aes-
thetically speaking, it is fundamentally an indicator of how well you
have learned your culture’s tastes and prescriptions.

Notice how Wittgenstein has shifted our attention from ourselves
as individuals to cultural norms. In doing this, he is perfectly in

[13]
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accordance with – in fact he is importantly responsible for – the kind
of methodological stance assumed by analytic aestheticians during
the past sixty years or so.14 They, too, have been inclined to shy away
from aesthetic and psychological questions of meaning, significance,
and valuation in one’s own experience or “in” the works to which the
experience refers. Analytic aestheticians such as Arthur Danto15 and
George Dickie16 have (separately) instead devoted much thinking to
answering the question, “What is an artwork?” Now although this
may seem to be the question that must be answered first (i.e., before
we can proceed to any other philosophizing in aesthetics) in the
professional context in which it is put forth, the questioners, driven
(perhaps unconsciously) by a methodological paradigm of modern
natural science, tacitly divorce the factual aspect of the question from
its meaning and from its valuational aspect; that is, they believe that
they can define an artwork without considering whether it is good,
bad, or, for that matter, absolutely horrible. Roughly, their answer
to their own question is that an artwork is whatever is designated
to be an artwork by publicly acknowledged art collectors, curators,
art critics, and others – in short, “the artworld.” Thus, if officials
of a museum were to place a pile of manure on a platform in the
center of one of its rooms and label it, say, “Postmodern Sanctum,”
it would ipso facto become an “artwork,” according to both Dickie
and Danto, although they would insist that nothing is valuationally
implied by such a designation.17 (Perhaps they might agree that were
such a thing to happen, the artwork would be “bad,” but to them it
would be an artwork nevertheless.)

What is noteworthy to me about this kind of effort to provide us
with the essential (or necessary and sufficient) conditions for label-
ing something as an “artwork” is how it must retreat from one’s own
personal sense of the nature of an artwork, even retreat from “ordi-
nary common sense.” Yet, even if we for a moment imagine our being
satisfied that Dickie or Danto had achieved a rigorous definition of
an artwork – that all questions that we might pose about the authen-
tic membership of “the artworld” had been answered and that there
could be no disagreements within that membership – what purpose
would that achievement serve? What could one do with this kind of
stipulative definition? Clearly, the analytic aestheticians’ conceptual
separation of objective fact from issues of value would not lead them

[14]
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or us to solutions to the harder and more important questions. We
would (or should) still ask what, generally speaking, might be the
experiential value of artworks. What criteria should we use to assess
them? Likewise, we ought to wonder whether an institutional defi-
nition of art would subtly militate against one’s reflecting on what is
indeed good or great art and what is bad or terrible art. Finally and
relatedly, we should be concerned about which extremely talented
people might be unjustly discouraged from regarding themselves as
worthy professionals because of “the artworld’s” own time-bound,
market-driven prejudices – about what art is in the first place, and
about what “good” art is – that ipso facto preclude such people from
being anointed as “artists.”18

Other analytic aestheticians have not been quite so reluctant to
discuss the “subjective” dimension of aesthetic experience. Almost
a half century ago there were thinkers such as Monroe Beardsley,19

Jerome Stolnitz,20 and Virgil Aldrich,21 who argued that there really
is such a thing as an “aesthetic attitude,” and they, and others like
them, expended huge intellectual efforts to try to demonstrate the
correctness of speaking about this sort of human disposition. Thus,
in a well-known book, Monroe Beardsley argued that an artwork
has one function – to produce aesthetic experience, and that this
kind of experience is different from other kinds of experience, in-
cluding those kinds pertaining to the real, everyday world. Stolnitz
attempted to define the aesthetic attitude as a “disinterested and sym-
pathetic attention to and contemplation of any object of awareness
whatever, for its own sake alone.” But not long after this definition
was put forth, Aldrich, made uneasy by the subjectivistic coloration
of Stolnitz’s and Beardsley’s views, claimed that we must, in any bona
fide account of the aesthetic attitude, redirect our attention to the
objective properties of the artworks themselves. Aldrich contended
that we have two ways of perceiving an object – with respect to either
its observable qualities (e.g., the hardness of a particular desk sur-
face) or its “animating” features (e.g., the bearlike face in the surface’s
wood grain). Thus, according to Aldrich, we see things either in one
aspectual mode of perception (ordinary observation) or in an entirely
different, aesthetic mode, what he also calls, borrowing a term from
Whitehead, “prehension.” Just why seeing something as something
different (e.g., seeing a snowbank as a woman’s breast) necessarily
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makes the perception “aesthetic,” Aldrich fails to make clear. The
important point for my expository purposes is that he is determined
to shift our philosophical attention from our own minds, demand-
ing instead that we concentrate on the correlative of the aesthetic
attitude, on that which is both public and objective.

Besides Stolnitz and Beardsley, and even at times Aldrich himself,
there have been other analytic aestheticians who have acknowledged
that a predominantly objectivistic approach to aesthetic matters does
not capture their significance, that however mysterious the workings
of human consciousness may be, no account of aesthetic experience
can possibly be complete without some reference to them. Thus,
over the past twenty-five years, Kendall Walton has developed an
influential, extensive theory of the imagination, contending that our
ability to be affected by artworks is much like, and builds upon, our
childlike capacity to use props in games of make-believe. When we
view a painting by Titian, for example, we use the figures the painter
has depicted to define a world of fantasy in which we momentarily
dwell.22

But despite Walton’s probings into the domain of “inwardness”
(Kierkegaard’s term), even occasional references to an opponent’s po-
sition as not being in accord with “the phenomenological facts,”
Walton, and analytic aestheticians generally, have not in my judg-
ment properly explored the significance of such facts. And why is
this so? Is it a failure of nerve? I do not think so. As I see it and as I
have already suggested, the problem is their captivation by an essen-
tially objectivistic methodological paradigm; thus, they are unable
to see that such phenomena as “the aesthetic attitude,” “aesthetic
experience,” “personal meaning [as a response to an artwork],” “the
imagination,” or “the world of make-believe” require not simply
an acknowledgment of and some grudging postulations about “our
mental lives,” but instead a searching, systematic, nonobjectivis-
tic reconceptualization of the significance of various intimations we
receive about ourselves from ourselves. What I am suggesting, in
other words, is that the scientifically minded analysts whose ori-
entation I have been discussing fail to respond adequately to the
most interesting issues in the field of what is called “aesthetics” be-
cause they are not able to do otherwise. This barrier exists, if I am
right, because they have tacitly assumed certain essentially Cartesian
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